Are You...

Stressed, Bored, Tired...
Lonely?

Do you feel yourself losing touch with your friends?

Is your spouse not enough to keep you 100% happy?

You rn ->
Consider Friendship Marriage!
(an all-new social ritual)

-Pick a friend you need so much, you want to marry them.
-Write out the terms of your Relational Contract, which states the responsibilities and privileges of each friend.
-Bask in the security of having someone there for you even without love or romance!
But what exactly do I do?

And what about my marriage-marriage?

How many friendship marriages can I have?

What if I don’t wanna be friendship married but I just wanna be friends with someone...

It’s Your Choice!

Like regular marriages, there are norms for friendship marriage. Friendship marriages are usually non-exclusive. You typically have a ceremony where you read your contract and audience members discuss openly about strengths and flaws of each person. However, as with regular marriages, the specific terms are up to you!
So you decided to get friendship married: Further information

Friendship marriage contracts do not confer any legal status, however it is common to enter into some official contracts as a matter of administration after the ceremony. For example, when friends wish to designate custody of children in case of death, or the inheritance of certain possessions or rights in a will, these are simply done via standard legal processes.

As a consequence of the gravity of a friendship marriage, there can be significant repercussions if one fails to adhere to the terms of a friendship marriage. Every contract has an arbiter which is agreed upon by both friends at the ceremony. If one friend demonstrates to the arbiter that the agreement has consistently been broken, the arbiter can permit that friend to terminate the friendship marriage.